
Why The Keyword Discovery Process Is Still A Crucial
Part Of Your Google Ranking Strategy
Keywords need to be used carefully in order to gain the most recognition. Search engines
rely on finding key words in website titles, URLs and more. These factors are all involved
with search engine optimisation or SEO and allow websites to be found by their customers
with ease. It is important to note that a keyword doesn’t have to just be one singular word.
Short-tail keywords contain three words or less, and long-tail keywords contain more than
three words. Keyword Planning & Keyword Research is one of the most critical elements of
SEO, although it doesn’t guarantee results, it does give you a boost in the right direction. If
you are just getting started building your website, it is essential to implement this strategy
right from the very beginning. Because you know your business inside and out, you may not
have the same mindset as potential customers. The terms and phrases you might use to
locate your products or services on the web may not align with the keywords used by
shoppers. If you are looking for a SEO Specialist to help you with your Google rankings, then
a simple Google search should suffice.

Essential SEO Statistics
A well-rounded SEO strategy can transform your organisation in so many different ways.
Maximize the impact of your methods by looking at the search engine optimization statistics
we’ve compiled.

● About 45% of global shoppers buy online and then pick up in-store.
● 54% of smartphone users search for business hours and 53% search for directions to

a local store.
● 52.2% of all website traffic worldwide comes from mobile phones.
● 48% of consumers are using voice for general web searches.
● 73.6% of domains have reciprocal links, meaning that some of the sites they link to

also link to them.
● 0.16% of the most popular keywords are responsible for 60.67% of all searches.

It is the experience of working as a B2B SEO Agency that determines success.

Generate Links From Other Sites To Yours
One of the top UK SEO Consultants, Gaz Hall, believes: Backlinks with keyword-rich anchor
texts are known to give more value to your pages. While the quantity and quality of inbound
links still play some part in the overall ranking of a page or a site, it is also true that Google’s
advanced algorithms use a multitude of unknown factors to identify the best content.
Backlinks (also known as hyperlinks or links) are one of the basic building blocks of the web.
They enable users to quickly move between web pages. Backlinks occur when one website
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links to another website. Also referred to as incoming or inbound links, backlinks make their
connection through external websites. These links from outside domains point to pages on
your own domain. With a Professional SEO Service ensuring the success of your online
marketing program, you can focus your attention back on running your business.

Connect With Nearby Customers Through Local SEO
If you’re doing SEO for a local space, it’s important to understand where the limits of that
local space are and make that space your new earth. It's important you avoid duplicating
content across multiple location pages. Since customers are already looking for your
products, local search engine optimization enhances the process and enables the audience
to reach your website immediately. Optimizing your website for localized terms means you
attract targeted traffic and better leads. Make sure that your SEO Consultant in London
knows what search engine recommendations are.

Important International SEO Tips
Asking which keywords and pages have attracted the highest search visibility and traffic for
each of the top identified global market, will give you the long-term aims for an Global Web
Optimisation campaign. If someone in the UK searches for [football], then it would make
sense for Google to show results related to the English Premier League. However, if
someone searches for the same word from the US, it would make more sense to show them
results related to the NFL. You need to understand what they talk about, what they care
about and how they behave online. Although Google may be king at home, it may not be
abroad: A SEO Expert knows that content quality and user experience are the most
important elements of search engine optimization.

Employing people to implement and use SEO platforms is a prerequisite to success. If you
have marketing staff, utilizing SEO toolsets can make them more efficient and effective. The
vast majority of organic search marketers struggle to justify their SEO budgets. SEO
platforms and tools are a key component of helping to keep overall costs down while getting
the required work done. Don't shoehorn Search Marketing into something that, in the end,
won't meet business needs as well as something else.

You can discover extra insights on the topic of SEO Consultancies on this Moz article.
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